Since 2004, Business Leaders Forum (BLF) has been
an association of companies which undertook the
mission of promoting the principles of corporate social
responsibility in Slovakia.
Our vision is to foster sustainable and prosperous
Slovakia through corporate responsibility.

Our Offer
Networking

Education

Communication

Support &
Consultations

Quarterly meetings
of BLF members

The largest conference
dedicated to corporate
responsibility - CSR Summit

Publication of company‘s
CSR profile at blf.sk

One-day consultation
on a CSR topic

Expert seminars on CSR
topics - ´BLF Relay´

Publication of
company‘s CSR news
at blf.sk

Mentoring events
in cooperation with
strategic partners Circular
Slovakia and Lean In

Organization of
non-financial collection
among employees

Joint member
communication
in media

Meetings
in regions
CEO
meeting
Working group
Diversity Charter
Working group
Business
for Community
Working group
Digital Skills

Written recommendations
for companies on CSR topics
FOCUS survey – Perception
of CSR by the general
public in Slovakia
Publication of expert articles
on various CSR topics

Presentation of CSR
activities to university
students
Sharing CSR and
company´s news on
BLF LinkedIn profile

Consultations on
nominations for
the prestigious
Via Bona Slovakia
Award

Our Topics

Market

Environment

Employees

Community

communication and
reporting, responsible
procurement, ethics
and transparency

measuring carbon footprint, zero-waste offices,
support of emission-free
transport, employee
education...

responsible culture,
benefits, work-life
balance, inclusion
of disadvantaged
groups...

expert and manual
volunteering, financial
and non-financial
collections, employee
engagement...

Iniciatives

Strategic partnerships

Why become
a BLF member?

Our Members
and Supporters

You will join the only platform in Slovakia that
connects companies through the topic of CSR.
You will gain a comprehensive understanding of CSR topics, allowing you to get a better
overview of CSR activities in your company.
Exclusive access to specialized content will
provide you with specific inspiration.
As a BLF member, you will automatically gain
access to specialized content created as part of
the Diversity Charter and the Companies to the
Community working group.
We will provide you advice on CSR topics
through individual consulting sessions.
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